FieldREG Experiment

- Micro-portable REG, Palmtop Computer
- Record data during group activities and meetings
- No intention – passive observation
- Data: One 200-bit trial per second
- Index: Time start/end of events (segments)
FieldREG Venues

- Meetings, Conferences, Talks
- Religious Rituals, Sacred Sites
- Concerts, Operas, Theater
- Sporting Events
- Mass Participatory Events
- Global Events
Analysis

- Identify experimentally defined segments
- Calculate variance measure for means
  - Normalize segment meanshifts as $Z = (X - \mu)/\sigma$
  - Sum of $Z^2$ is Chisquare distributed
  - Degrees of freedom is number of segments
- Calculate theoretical probability
- Compare with “control” data
  - Resampling Distribution of Chisquares
  - 1000 repetitions, randomly placed segments
FieldREG Data

Academy

(One full day of ten; selected session marked)
FieldREG Data
Karnak Temple in Luxor
(Meditation Periods: A–B; C–D)
FieldREG Data
Temple of Kom Ombo
(Healing Ritual)
FieldREG Data

Great Pyramid of Khufu at Giza
(Marked segments taken during chants in the Queen’s Chamber, the Grand Gallery, and the King’s Chamber.)
FieldREG Data
Temple of Edfu
(Chanting and meditations)
FieldREG Data

Temple of Philae

(This temple was moved from its original location where it would have been submerged in Lake Nasser. The group engaged in chanting and meditations.)
FieldREG Data
Cumulative Chi-Square
(for all Egyptian Sacred Sites)
FieldREG Data
Healing Ceremony
(Performed by a Shoshone Shaman at Devils Tower)
FieldREG Data
Board Meeting

Data from offset 0 to 29487
FieldREG Data
Five Speakers at Liechtenstein Institute Dedication

![Graph showing data over trials.](image)
FieldREG Data Summary:
All “Resonant” Applications
FieldREG Data Summary:
All “Prosaic” Applications
Global Consciousness Project
FieldREG – GCP Data
Terrorist Attacks, Sept 11, 2001

[Graph showing data over time with labels for Cumdev Variance and Pseudo Data]
FieldREG – GCP Data
Ceremonies at 9-11 Site
(March 9, 2002)